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If you are thinking about an election strategy to gently sail your party ship to victory, it may not be 

the best idea to suddenly start firing broadsides at the much-loved system meant to provide 

patients universal access to medical care.

But that is what Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull did with his Budget promise to extended the 

Medicare rebate freeze into the next decade.

Related:

• 'Gasp of air to a drowning man', GP describes pledge to lift freeze

• Govt hacks $1 billion from Medicare

There has been a heated political row during the election campaign on its likely effects — whether 

bulk-billing will collapse, whether patients will walk away from GP care, whether Medicare itself is 

doomed.

Here, we offer the views of doctors on the frontline from our own survey of 510 GPs on the issue.

In short, half believe bulk-billing will collapse, half believe practices in poor communities will 

become unviable. See the graphs below for more details.
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In the federal election, which party will you vote for?

Coalition:     16%

Labor Party:     20%

Greens:    13%

Nationals:     8%

Other party:    12%

I will not vote:    8%

No answer:    29%

We also asked GPs to describe their reaction when they heard the freeze would be 

extended. Here is just a small selection of the 430 comments you made.

“Frustrating and seems like deranged priorities — taking money from health and education while 
spending it on useless, expensive military equipment, and housing people in inhuman off-shore 

detention centres.”

“No surprise, when bulk-billing rates are so high.”

“Outrageous and incredibly naive. It’ll just shift the problem to the hospital system at a vastly higher 
cost, which primary care/preventative care could have contained.”

“Gutless attempt to introduce co-payment.”

“The government is taking a lend of the good nature of GPs who try to do the best for their patients. 
They are cost shifting an expense onto our shoulders, and want the complaints to be against us … It 

is another way of devaluing our community service.”

“Angry that government feels they can walk all over GPs again and again and not expect a backlash. 
Angry at the intention to dismantle Medicare.”

“I have already had to close my long-running practice and join a group to keep my head above water.”

“Attempted destruction of the social fabric that keeps Australia a fair, just and safe place to live.”
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“Horrified and concerned at the effect this decision may have on the long-term viability of Aboriginal 
Health Services.”

“Absolute shock ... Who else in the current workforce would tolerate a wage freeze, especially when 
doctors have to add on all the extras costs — bandages, dressings ointments — at no cost to a 

patient.”

“Good thing. Patients should have to pay. This stops doctors taking advantage of the Medicare 
system. Medical services should never be cheaper than a haircut.”

“I do not bulk-billl and this freeze reinforces my desire to be uncoupled from the shackles of 
Medicare.”

“I am very angry, disappointed and disillusioned. As a lifelong Liberal voter, this is the final straw.”

“Astounded that the government would choose to damage the most cost-effective part of the health 
system.”

“I want to retire as I can no longer practise what I believe in: good quality universal healthcare for all.”

“It had to occur — bulk-billed medicine is a scam.”

“Inexperienced political decision without involving people at a grassroots level. To make any economy 
sustainable, you need to make the primary and preventive healthcare strong, rather than pumping 

money to tertiary care.”

“I would like all GPs to form a united front — to increase fees as a general rule or to strike. It seems 
that drastic measures are the only ones that the government will take notice of.”
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